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Abstract
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are 19-25 nucleotides non-coding RNAs known to have important post-transcriptional regulatory
functions. The computational target prediction algorithm is vital to effective experimental testing. However, since
different existing algorithms rely on different features and classifiers, there is a poor agreement among the results of
different algorithms. To benefit from the advantages of different algorithms, we proposed an algorithm called BCmicrO
that combines the prediction of different algorithms with Bayesian Network. BCmicrO was evaluated using the training
data and the proteomic data. The results show that BCmicrO improves both the sensitivity and the specificity of each
individual algorithm. All the related materials including genome-wide prediction of human targets and a web-based
tool are available at http://compgenomics.utsa.edu/gene/gene_1.php.
Background
Gene regulation in human genome assumes multiple
modes including transcriptional regulation by the regula-
tory proteins or transcription factors (TFs), and post-
transcriptional regulation by including most notably
microRNA (miRNA). MiRNA is a small non-coding RNA
that has been discovered to repress transcription and/or
protein translation of hundreds of genes by binding to
the 3’ Untranslated Region (UTR) of target genes [1,2].
Understanding the functions and regulatory mechanisms
of miRNA comprises one of the most active areas of
research; such understanding will greatly advance our
knowledge about the complexity of gene regulation and
will help us to identify new therapeutic targets for effec-
tive treatment of various diseases.
Identifying miRNAs’ target genes is an important first
step in elucidating its function. Past work produced many
target prediction algorithms based on miRNA-target
sequence paring including TargetScan [3-5], miRanda
[6,7], PicTar [8], mirTarget [9,10], PITA [11], Dianami-
croT [12] and others [13-21]. However, the prediction
results of existing algorithms are still of low precision (i.e.,
low percentage of true targets among the predicted tar-
gets) and poor sensitivity (i.e., small percentage of true tar-
gets being predicted). In a recent study [22], Bartel et al.,
validated the prediction results of TargetScan, miRanda,
PicTar, and PITA using a mass spectrometry (MS)
approach. It was found that two thirds of their predicted
targets appeared to be false positives, indicating a precision
of only about 30%. As a result, the existing algorithms still
cannot be used as target screening for subsequent bench
testing.
There seems to be a poor agreement between the results
of different algorithms and yet they achieve similar perfor-
mance; this fact indicates that different algorithms rely
on different mechanisms in making prediction, each of
which has its own advantages. Indeed, the aforementioned
sequence-based algorithms make predictions based on
various important features of miRNA and mRNA nucleo-
tide sequence interaction. Although a few important
features including “seed region complementary”, “binding
free energy”, and “sequence conservation” are among the
most common adopted ones, different algorithms do uti-
lize different sets of features. The differences in features
and classifiers contribute to the differences in their predic-
tion results. It is therefore desirable to integrate the pre-
dictions of different algorithms in order to combine their
different advantages.
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To do so, we propose a Bayesian decision fusion algo-
rithm, BCmicrO. The goal of this algorithm is to improve
the performance of existing target prediction algorithms.
BCmicrO explicitly models the distributions of prediction
results for each algorithm based on a training dataset
composed of carefully constructed positive and negative
miRNA-target pairs. These distributions capture the dis-
tinctions among different algorithms and weigh the dif-
ferences at the decision level. With these distributions,
the integration of different decisions is carried out based
on Bayesian Network (BN). We tested the performance
BCmicrO (combining TargetScan, miRanda, PicTar, mir-
Target, PITA, and DianamicroT) with our training data,




The goal of BCmicrO is to generate the probability of an
mRNA to be the target of a mRNA by integrating the pre-
dictions of different existing algorithms. In this paper, we
focus on integrating TargetScan, miRanda, PicTar, mir-
Target, PITA and Diana-microT’s prediction scores. It
should be noted that predictions from additional algo-
rithms can be included in a similar fashion. TargetScan
utilizes mainly seed region complementary and sequence
conservation features for identifying potential binding sites
and also applies a linear regression model to combine
UTR features including 3’ pairing score, local AU content,
and distance from nearest 3’UTR terminus to produce a
prediction context score for a UTR. On the other hand,
miRanda relies on nucleotide complementariness and
binding free energy in making the prediction. In contract,
PicTar assumes a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) for seed
region complementary and binding free energy to predict
the potential binding sites. MirTarget is a SVM based
algorithm with 113 features defined for a miRNA and tar-
get pairs. The key of PITA is a novel miRNA-target inter-
action model, based on the experimental observation - a
strong secondary structure formed by 3’UTR itself will
prevent the binding of miRNA. Diana-microT is a rule
based miRNA target prediction algorithm applying a mod-
ified dynamic programming algorithm to determine the
minimum free energy for each segment with a miRNA.
The flow chart of BCmicrO is shown in Figure 1, which
includes training and prediction. During training, the dis-
tributions of the positive and negative miRNA-target pairs
are fitted from the training data and the Bayesian Network
model is inferred. For prediction, the TargetScan, miR-
anda, PicTar, mirTarget, PITA and Diana-microT scores
of a tested mRNA are first acquired and then feed into the
trained BCmicrO to generate the probability of being
target.
Model formulation
Genome-wide predictions of TargetScan, miRanda, Pic-
Tar, mirTarget, PITA and Diana-microT are all reported
in terms of scores. Particularly, TargetScan predicts miR-
NA’s potential binding sites in the mRNA’s 3’ UTR, a
context score is calculated for each site and the total con-
text score is computed to represent the confidence of an
mRNA to be a target. MiRanda indentifies all possible
target sites for an mRNA and the highest target site score
is selected to represent the confidence of the correspond-
ing mRNA being a target. PicTar and other algorithms
also compute a score reflecting the likelihood that the
mRNA is a target.
To integrate these scores, BCmicrO adopts a BN
model. BN is also known as directed graphical models,
where the links of the graphs have a particular direc-
tionality indicated by arrows. The unique feature of BN
is that the joint distribution over all of the random vari-
ables can be decomposed into a product of factors, each
depending only on a subset of the variables [23].
The structure of the BN model is shown in Figure 2.
Specifically, let x1,x2,...x6 denote the scores of a miRNA-
mRNA pair by TargetScan, miRanda, PicTar, mirTarget,
PITA and Diana-microT, respectively. Also, set y as an
indicator variable such that y = 1, if the mRNA is a real
miRNA target, and y = 0, otherwise. The goal of BCmi-
crO is to calculate P (y = 1|x1, x2, ..., x6), the posterior
probability of the mRNA to be the miRNA’s target given
the TargetScan, miRanda, PicTar, mirTarget, PITA and
Diana-microT scores. In reality, not all six scores are
available for a miRNA-mRNA pair. Commonly, each
algorithm only provides the prediction scores meeting a
cutoff threshold. Therefore, we introduce the score indi-
cators s1, s2,...,s6 to denote whether TargetScan, miRanda,
PicTar mirTarget, PITA and Diana-microT report scores,
or si = 1(i Î {1, 2, ..., 6}) if the algorithm i reports a score,
and si = 0 otherwise. Also note that xi may be a score or
no score (NaN) because of the cutoff value that men-
tioned before. The posterior probability can be expressed
based on the BN model as
p(y = 1|x1, x2, ..., x6) = p(x1, x2, ..., x6|y = 1)p(y = 1)
p(x1, x2, ..., x6|y = 1)p(y = 1) + p(x1, x2, ..., x6|y = 0)p(y = 0) (1)
where p(y = 1) is the prior probability of an mRNA
being a target and p(x1, x2, ...,x6|y) is the likelihood func-
tion. It is noted from the graphical model that given y,
x1,x2,...,x6 are conditional independent and thus
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It becomes clear that p(y = 1|x1, x2, ..., x6) can be calcu-
lated from (1)-(3) once we have the conditional distribu-
tions p(xi|si, y) and p(si|y), for si Î {0, 1}, y Î {0, 1}, and
i Î {1, 2, ...,6}. In addition, based on Graphical model
(Figure 2), given y, the conditional distributions of differ-
ent algorithms are independent, such as p(x1|s1, y) is con-
ditional independent of p(x2|s2, y). In the later section, we
will discuss the process of acquiring all the above condi-
tional probabilities in detail.
Training data construction
Since the desired conditional distributions depend on y,
i.e. the true target status of the mRNA, we need to col-
lect high confidence positive and negative miRNA-target
pairs as training data.
The positive miRNA-target pairs are collected from
miRecords, which stores high-quality experimentally veri-
fied miRNA targets [24]. Only mammalian - human, mouse
and rat records (852 records) are of our interest, since our
Figure 1 The flow chart of BCmicrO. During training, the distributions of the positive and negative miRNA-target pairs are acquired from the
training data and are combined with the Bayesian Network model. To generate the probability of a potential target, TargetScan, miRanda,
PicTar, mirTarget, PITA and Diana-microT scores have to be obtained.
Figure 2 Graphical model of BCmicrO. y is an indicator, and y = 1 when the mRNA is the miRNA target. x1,x2,...,x6 are TargetScan, miRanda,
PicTar, mirTarget, PITA and Diana-microT scores, respectively. s1,s2,...,s3 are indicator variables to show whether TargetScan, miRanda, PicTar,
mirTarget, PITA and Diana-microT have scores.
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goal is to identify mammalian miRNA target. Moreover,
Karginov et al. [25] found the mRNAs whose association
with Argonaute 2 (Ago2) increased upon miRNA over-
expression were more likely targeted by miRNA, and 293
mRNAs were obtained as miR-124’s targets. Lastly, 22
experimentally validated miR-124 targets are also collected
from paper [25]. We combined the above positive miRNA-
target pairs, removed the duplicate records, and ended up
with a set of 929 positive miRNA-target pairs.
The negative miRNA-target pairs are currently una-
vailable in any annotated database. We constructed our
negative database from two sources. First, it is known
that negative targets are mostly up-regulated under
miRNA over-expression. Therefore, first of all, negative
targets were extracted as the up-regulated genes in 20
microarray data due to miRNA over-expression from
NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO). To assure the
high quality of negative data, we only chose the most
confident up-regulated genes by restricting the differen-
tial expression p value, the fold change and consistency
of the samples over time whenever available. To be more
specific, the differential expression p value of the negative
target must be less than 0.001 to ensure it is differentially
expressed and the fold change (FC) of the negative target
must be greater than 1.5 to ensure it is not down-regu-
lated. In this process, 3542 negative miRNA-target pairs
were gained. This is a high confident negative set com-
pared to those miRNA-gene pairs with un-changed
expression or random sampling.
Second, we focus on the existing results of miR-124
using immunoprecipitation (IP) of Ago2, since this tech-
nology has both higher sensitivity and specificity than
other technologies including microarray and proteomics.
Therefore, we obtained 19780 negative miR-124 targets
by excluding 22 luciferase validated targets validated and
293 miR-124 target genes predicted in [25]. In the end,
23319 negative miRNA-target pairs were acquired.
The prediction scores of the positive and negative pairs
for the three algorithms were subsequently obtained. The
TargetScan (v5.1) scores were downloaded from web site
(http://www.TargetScan.org/) [4,5]. miRanda (2008 Sept)
scores were downloaded from web site (http://www.
microrna.org) [6,7]; PicTar (2006) target predictions were
downloaded from web site (http://PicTar.mdc-berlin.de/)
[8]; mirTarget prediction results were downloaded from
website (http://mirdb.org/miRDB/download.html) [9,10];
PITA scores were downloaded from (http://genie.weiz-
mann.ac.il/pubs/mir07/index.html) [11]. Diana-microT
scores are downloaded from (http://diana.cslab.ece.ntua.
gr/microT/) [12].
Training of the conditional distributions
1. p(xi = score|si = 1, y = 1), i Î {1, 2, ...6}
The meaning of p(xi = score|si = 1, y = 1) is the prob-
ability of a miRNA-target pair’s score of algorithm i
given this pair is a positive pair and has a score. Note
that “xi = score“ means xi has score. To find this condi-
tional distribution, we should obtain the positive
miRNA-target pairs with scores. To this end, we
searched the positive miRNA-target pairs in each algo-
rithm prediction results. Specifically, for TargetScan pre-
diction results, 199 scores were obtained for the positive
miRNA-target pairs and the histogram is shown in
Figure 3. Upon flipping the histogram horizontally at its
maximum score, a Gamma distribution was fitted. Maxi-
mum likelihood estimator (MLE) was used to estimate
the parameters of the Gamma distribution. p(xi = score|
si = 1, y = 1) (i = 2 to 6), can be determined similarly,
with a total of 278,175, 214, 631 and 396 positive pairs
with scores for miRanda (Additional file 1), PicTar
(Additional file 2), mirTarget (Additional file 3), PITA
(Additional file 4), and Diana-microT (Additional file 5),
respectively.
2. p(xi = score|si = 1, y = 0), i Î {1, 2, ... 6}
p(xi = score|si = 1, y = 0) is the probability of a
miRNA-target pair’s score xi from algorithm i, given this
pair is a negative pair and has a reported score. Similar
as p(xi = score|si = 1, y = 1), we searched the negative
miRNA-target pairs prediction results. 1928 negative
miRNA-target pairs with TargetScan scores were
acquired. The Gamma distribution was fitted to the
scores (Figure 4). For miRanda (Additional file 6), Pic-
Tar (Additional file 7), mirTarget (Additional file 8),
PITA (Additional file 9), and Diana-microT (Additional
file 10), 1230, 613,436, 8831 and 3254 scores for the
negative pairs were obtained, respectively.
3. p(si|y), i Î {1, 2, ... 6}, si Î {0, 1}, y Î {0, 1}
p(si = 0|y = 0), p(si = 0|y = 1), p(si = 1|y = 0), and
p(si = 1|y = 1) are the true negative rate (TNR), false
negative rate (FNR), false positive rate (FPR), and true
positive rate (TPR) for each algorithm. Since the predic-
tion is carried out genome-wide, they should be assessed
for a data set of a similar composition of positive and
negative targets for human genome. The real miR-124
targets are retrieved from [25] including 22 targets vali-
dated by luciferase and 256 Net IP enrichment identified
target genes, and the rest of genes are considered as the
negative miR-124 targets (19780). Table 1 enlisted the
estimated probabilities of each algorithm. We assume
that the performance of each algorithm is consistent for
all miRNAs. As a byproduct, the prior p(y = 1) is esti-
mated from the Net IP data of miR-124 as 0.0133.
4. Other Conditional distributions
It is apparent that p(xi = score|si = 0, y) = 0 for all i.
Similarly, we have p(xi = NaN | si = 0, y) = 1,p(xi =
NaN | si = 1, y) = 0
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Figure 3 The histogram of the positive pairs’ TargetScan scores and the fitted distribution. In the training data, 199 TargetScan scores for
the positive miRNA-target pairs are obtained. Its histogram is fitted with Gamma distribution. The fitted distribution is represent by blue stars.
Figure 4 The histogram of the negative pairs’ TargetScan scores and the fitted distribution. In the training data, 1928 TargetScan scores
for the negative miRNA-target pairs are obtained. Its histogram is fitted with Gamma distribution. The fitted distribution is represent by blue
stars.
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Result
Test of BCmicrO on training data
To evaluate the performance of BCmicrO, 5-fold cross
validation is performed in our positive and negative train-
ing data. Each time, we trained the Bayesian Network
with 4-fold training data, and predict the BCmicrO
scores for the rest one fold testing data. To compare the
performance of different methods, we drew the ROC
curve for each algorithm as shown in Figure 5, where the
Area Under the Curve (AUC) of each algorithm is also
showed. Since scores are not available for all training
data, a dash line is applied to interpolate the curve (Or
the estimation of the algorithm’s performance). As can
be seen, BCmicrO has the best performance with the lar-
gest AUC (0.6971). Note also that BCmicrO has higher
TPR then other algorithms when FPR is 0.05. Clearly,
BCmicrO has the best sensitivity since it has the highest
starting TP for the dash line. Since the ROCs are too
close to each other in the lower FPR region, then we plot
the ROC curve again (Figure 6) and let it stop at 0.0187
which the largest FPR that mirTarget can reach. As this
figure shows, BCmicrO is the second best in the low FPR
region.
Test of BCmicrO on proteomics data
To further evaluate the performance of BCmicrO, we
tested them on data not related to training data. Specifi-
cally, we consider the high throughput proteomics data,
which measures the fold change of protein expression
due to the over-expression of let-7b, miR-16, miR-30a
and miR-155 by stable-isotope-labeling-of-amino-acids-
in culture (SILAC) quantified by LC/MS [22,26]. Protein
level down expression is a direct indication of miRNA
regulation, since protein inhibition is regarded as primary
mode of miRNA down regulation. A protein with a larger
down-fold indicates that the corresponding gene is more
likely to be a true target. In Figure 7, 8, 9, 10, the cumula-
tive sum of protein fold change vs. ranked predictions are
shown for each algorithm. A better algorithm is expected
to show faster drops in the cumulative sum of fold
change. First of all, BCmicrO has the lowest cumulative
sum in the larger top ranked predictions, such as top
Table 1 TP, FP, TN and FN rate of the 3 algorithms
TP rate FP rate TN rate FN rate
TargetScan 0.4082 0.0877 0.9123 0.5918
miRanda 0.3371 0.0783 0.9217 0.6629
PicTar 0.1798 0.0390 0.9610 0.8202
mirTarget 0.2285 0.0302 0.9698 0.7715
PITA 0.7603 0.3942 0.6058 0.2397
Diana-microT 0.4045 0.1474 0.8526 0.5955
The true positive (TP), false positive (FP), true negative (TN) and false negative
(FN) rate of the algorithms that used in BCmicrO.
Figure 5 The ROC curves of BCmicrO and other algorithms. In order to show the performance of different methods in the training data, the
ROC curves are drawn. A dash lined is applied when not all scores are available. BCmicrO achieved the largest Area Under the Curve(AUC).
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Figure 6 The ROC curves in low FPR region. The lower FPR region in Figure 5. It stops at 0.0187 - the farthest FPR that mirTarget can reach.
BCmicrO is the second best in the low FPR region.
Figure 7 Cumulative sum of protein fold change for different number of top ranked predictions of let-7b. The cumulative sum of fold
change and ranked predictions are shown for each algorithm for miRNA let-7b.
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Figure 8 Cumulative sum of protein fold change for different number of top ranked predictions of miR-16. The cumulative sum of fold
change and ranked predictions are shown for each algorithm for miRNA miR-16.
Figure 9 Cumulative sum of protein fold change for different number of top ranked predictions of miR-155. The cumulative sum of fold
change and ranked predictions are shown for each algorithm for miRNA miR-155.
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300, 400 and 500 in let-7b (Figure 7), miR-155 (Figure 9)
and miR-30a (Figure 10). This fact is consistent with our
purpose of BCmicrO - better performance than other
algorithms. Overall, the performance of BCmicrO is con-
sistent; it is always among the best performers in all
cases.
We further quantified the performance of each algo-
rithm. A better algorithm should have a cumulative sum
curve with two characteristics: 1) it drops faster at the
beginning, signifying a higher precision, and 2) it has
the highest overall drop. Therefore, we calculated the
area under the cumulative sum curve as a measurement





where n is the rank of the predictions and c(t) denotes
the cumulative sum at rank t. In table 2, 3, 4, 5, we cal-
culate A(n) for n Î {100, 200, 300, 400, 500} for each
algorithm. The lower A(n), the better the performance.
In sum, BCmicrO has a clear advantage over the rest
algorithm in top 400 and top 500 (Table 2 - Table 6). In
addition, BCmcirO has the lowest cumulative sum at
top 300 of miR-155 (Table 4). To quantify the consis-
tency of the algorithm, we calculate the average cumula-







Here, Ai(n) is the score function in (4), and i means the
ith miRNA. F(n) is the final score at top n in all miRNAs
tests. The scores of F(x) is shown in Table 6. BCmicrO
ranks number 1 at top 300 - 500, which clearly showed
that BCmicrO can consistently provide the best predic-
tion when compared with individual algorithms in most
of the cases.
Conclusion
We proposed a new miRNA target prediction algorithm,
BCmicrO, which combines the prediction result of 6
Figure 10 Cumulative sum of protein fold change for different number of top ranked predictions of miR-30a. The cumulative sum of
fold change and ranked predictions are shown for each algorithm for miRNA miR-30a.
Table 2 Cumulative protein down-fold for miR-let-7b
100 200 300 400 500
BCmicrO -1010 -2931 -5369 -8387 -12164
PicTar -626.6 -626.6 -626.6 -626.6 -626.6
mirTarget -79.2 -79.2 -79.2 -79.2 -79.2
miRanda -595.7 -1439 -1439 -1439 -1439
PITA -289.9 -1281 -2690 -4394 -6221
Diana-microT -1021 -3393 -5956 -5956 -5956
TargetScan -6.9 -6.9 -6.9 -6.9 -6.9
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algorithms -PicTar, mirTarget, PITA, miRanda, Diana-
microT, and TargetScan, using Bayesian Network.
Performance of BCmicrO was first validated based on
the training data. It shows that BCmicrO has better AUC
than the other 6 algorithms and also has higher sensitiv-
ity, given the same specificity. BCmicrO was also tested
on proteomic data for miR-16, let-7b, miR-155, and miR-
30a. BCmicrO achieved the lowest cumulative sum of
protein fold change and proven to consistently deliver
the best performance. BCmicrO is of low complexity and
can be easily upgraded as each constituent algorithm
improves itself. Additional algorithms can be also inte-
grated into BCmicrO in a similar fashion.
Additional material
Additional file 1: The histogram of the positive pairs’ miRanda
scores and the fitted distribution. In the training data, 278 miRanda
scores for the positive miRNA-target pairs are obtained. Its histogram is
fitted with Negative Binomial distribution. The fitted distribution is
represent by blue stars.
Additional file 2: The histogram of the positive pairs’ PicTar scores
and the fitted distribution. In the training data, 175 PicTar scores for
the positive miRNA-target pairs are obtained. Its histogram is fitted with
Gamma distribution. The fitted distribution is represent by blue stars.
Additional file 3: The histogram of the positive pairs’ mirTarget
scores and the fitted distribution. In the training data, 214 mirTarget
scores for the positive miRNA-target pairs are obtained. Its histogram is
fitted with Mixture Gaussian distribution. The fitted distribution is
represent by blue stars.
Additional file 4: The histogram of the positive pairs’ PITA scores
and the fitted distribution. In the training data, 631 PITA scores for the
positive miRNA-target pairs are obtained. Its histogram is fitted with
Gaussian distribution. The fitted distribution is represent by blue stars.
Additional file 5: The histogram of the positive pairs’ Diana-microT
scores and the fitted distribution. In the training data, 396 Diana-
microT scores for the positive miRNA-target pairs are obtained. Its
histogram is fitted with Exponential distribution. The fitted distribution is
represent by blue stars.
Additional file 6: The histogram of the negative pairs’ miRanda
scores and the fitted distribution. In the training data, 1230 miRanda
scores for the negative miRNA-target pairs are obtained. Its histogram is
fitted with Negative Binomial distribution. The fitted distribution is
represent by blue stars.
Additional file 7: The histogram of the negative pairs’ PicTar scores
and the fitted distribution. In the training data, 613 PicTar scores for
the negative miRNA-target pairs are obtained. Its histogram is fitted with
Gamma distribution. The fitted distribution is represent by blue stars.
Additional file 8: The histogram of the negative pairs’ mirTarget
scores and the fitted distribution. In the training data, 436 mirTarget
scores for the negative miRNA-target pairs are obtained. Its histogram is
fitted with Exponential distribution. The fitted distribution is represent by
blue stars.
Additional file 9: The histogram of the negative pairs’ PITA scores
and the fitted distribution. In the training data, 8831 PITA scores for
the negative miRNA-target pairs are obtained. Its histogram is fitted with
Gaussian distribution. The fitted distribution is represent by blue stars.
Additional file 10: The histogram of the negative pairs’ Diana-
microT scores and the fitted distribution. In the training data, 3254
Diana-microT scores for the negative miRNA-target pairs are obtained. Its
histogram is fitted with Exponential distribution. The fitted distribution is
represent by blue stars.
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